Simplify your edge
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Generate more value where speed matters
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Edge—transformation’s new home

If edge computing isn’t already part of
your business strategy, it should be.

Edge computing’s astronomical  
growth continues

Edge computing is rapidly becoming a key differentiator across every industry. 



Overcoming challenges

In a data-driven world, transporting large quantities of data from its source to a
centralized data center or cloud is both costly and inefficient. When computing
resources are moved closer to the point where data is generated and consumed,
your business can

Simplify your edge with Dell Technologies

Drive transformatio
Enable future innovatio
Increase responsivenes
Reduce costs



Edge by industry

With the right technology in place, businesses across all industries can rapidly
harness edge data and unlock new competitive advantages.

Why Dell Technologies?
As a leading technology provider at the edge, we are well positioned to assist businesses
in building a secure, efficient and effective edge infrastructure through the delivery of
purpose-built hardware, software and services. In doing so, we can help you overcome
universal challenges, generate industry specific outcomes and simplify your edge.

Edge computing’s astronomical
growth continues
Enterprise and service provider spending on
hardware, software, and services for edge
solutions will reach nearly $274 billion by 2025.1

75% of organizations intend to increase their
edge spending by an average of 37% over the
next two years.2

150+ edge computing use cases across all
industries have already been identified by IDC.3

IoT devices to triple from 2020 to 2030, reaching
a compound growth rate of 11%.4

As the global edge infrastructure expands, it will enable  
new use cases and capabilities across many industries,  
verticals and markets.

Overcoming challenges
Edge computing will have an impact on every industry, but before it can, there are universal
challenges enterprises must overcome. As the number of intelligent devices (and the data they
create) continues to rise, businesses need to act with speed and at scale to build out valuable
edge infrastructure—all while remaining secure.

Speed
Rapid data processing and streaming are essential to
reducing time-to-insight and gaining new competitive
advantage. But navigating a path to implementing the
edge technologies that make this possible is new
territory for many businesses.   

Simplify  
your edge

Generate insights where
you need them, to receive
immediate value from
your data.

New edge locations, devices and data types all represent
challenges organizations must resolve—ideally before the
competition.

Scale
As edge technologies continue to gain traction,
businesses across every industry will need to contend
with rapidly expanding scale.   

Simplify  
your edge

Many edge locations lack the IT capabilities to
immediately implement edge solutions, and building out
the infrastructure to manage such growth efficiently and
cost-effectively is no easy task.

Consolidate as you
expand, reducing
complexity and  
data silos.

Security
Building an edge infrastructure means expanding your
digital footprint—and attack surface—with new devices
and applications.  

Simplify  
your edge

As new data is created outside of traditional data centers
with little to no physical security, traditional security
paradigms alone are no longer sufficient.

Bring intrinsic security to

the edge, enabling you to
expand your edge with
confidence and speed.

Simplify your edge with Dell Technologies
As a leading edge solution provider and integrator, Dell Technologies provides the technology, supply chain, services and support  
needed to maximize your edge investments.

Transformative technology
At Dell Technologies we are leading the 
way at the edge with:
The broadest edge portfolio, including
edge-optimized software and hardware
A global ecosystem of partners ready to
help you succeed

OT/IT vendors

Your organization, your edge

Public cloud
providers

The edge is a diverse fast-changing  
set of environments with multiple design
paths, including:
OT/IT vendors
Public cloud providers

Telecoms

Telecoms
Our broad expertise — spanning global
industries, telecom systems and OEM
capabilities — puts us in a unique position to
help you navigate these complexities and
design the best edge infrastructure for  
your organization.
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Global operational capabilities

700


We combine a reliable, secure global supply
chain with unparalleled global support. When
you partner with Dell Technologies your
business can:

service centers

parts distribution
centers

Implement a broad array of logistical best
practices that enable you to deliver speed,
drive efficiency and lower costs

25+


Rely on a controlled and meticulously
secured supply chai

manufacturing
locations

Quickly resolve any issues with our global
support team

Simplify your edge
Discover how to generate more value where speed matters in your industry
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